
Danube – Rhine/Main/Moselle – Rhône/Saône

RIVER CRUISES

Premium 
all inclusive



THE MOST WONDERFUL WAY TO 
UNWIND, LEAVE EVERYDAY LIFE 
BEHIND AND EXPERIENCE  
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CORNERS  
OF EUROPE: A RIVER CRUISE ON 
BOARD A-ROSA



WONDERFUL TIME

C   ruising on a river is certainly not the fastest mode of 
transportation. And the countless meanders of the  
Rhine, Danube and Rhône are not the fastest way to get

from A to B either. But that’s precisely what we want to give 
you: a little time for you to relax and unwind. As you leisurely 
take in the breathtaking riverscape, you can really take time 
for yourself. Make yourself comfortable in your cosy cabin or 
simply daydream in SPA-ROSA and on the sun deck. If you 
like, you can also take part in our many exciting activities. 

Every day, you can enjoy the new culinary surprises of our buf-
fet with its live cooking station. Relax during a variety of ac-
tivities on or below deck or during stimulating conversations 
with your fellow travellers. And during our many different 
stops, you will have plenty of time to get to know the country 
and its people better, no matter whether on your own or on 
one of our guided excursions. Whatever you want to do dur-
ing your trip, we look forward to helping you make the most 
of it. Welcome aboard A-ROSA!

EUROPE FROM ITS 
MOST BEAUTIFUL 
SIDE: AN A-ROSA 
CRUISE SHIP.

WONDERFUL TIMEWONDERFUL TIME
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CABINS

YOU’LL FEEL AT HOME BEFORE OUR 
SHIP HAS EVEN SET SAIL.

A   s soon as you enter your cabin, you will feel at home. 
At home? On holiday? Without a doubt! You can look 
forward to plenty of space and a plethora of comforts.

This is the perfect place to relax after an eventful day, to reflect 
on the many different impressions and experiences of the day 
and to look forward to the next day. We have paid particular 
attention to design and high-quality materials – on each and 
every cruise ship in our fleet. After all, we know just how im-
portant it is to spend the most valuable time of the year in 
an environment that leaves nothing wanting. That’s why we 
aim to make our cabins feel like a home. Whether in a cosy 
armchair or on your balcony, whatever you’re doing, you’ll  
enjoy your stay and you’ll always be in a good mood.

CABINSCABINS

ENJOY OUR SPACIOUS SUITES ON THE A-ROSA SILVA AND A-ROSA FLORA.

VARIETY OF CABINS FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS.
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CULINARY DELICACIES

YOUR PALATE WILL 
ALSO EXPLORE MANY 

NEW TASTES ON 
YOUR TRIP WITH US.

T  he fresh ingredients feature the vibrant colours of the 
landscape where they were harvested. The rushing of 
the waves mingles with lively chatter. And the scent of

sizzling prawns permeates the air above the river. Mealtimes on 
board A-ROSA are about so much more than just enjoying food. 
But above all, they’re about enjoying the food to your heart’s 
content. Put together your own menu at the cooking station, 
the cold and warm buffet – thanks to FullBoardPlus whenever, 
wherever and with whomever you like. At a pretty table in the 
restaurant or in a relaxed atmosphere on the sun deck. The 
summertime barbecue is also a celebration of the easygoing 
lifestyle on the water. If the weather cooperates, a cheerful  
riverside barbecue party is held on the sun deck. But if you like, 
you can dine in a more exclusive atmosphere. Treat yourself to 
a really lovely A-ROSA Dining evening as an add-on to your trip. 
You can look forward to a multi-course seated dinner with a 
selection of corresponding fine wines from our extensive wine 
menu. And don’t worry: all menus are also available in English.

CULINARY DELICACIESCULINARY DELICACIES
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HEALTH AND BEAUTY

HEALTH AND BEAUTYHEALTH AND BEAUTY

N  ow and again, it’s time to think about yourself and 
treat yourself to an exclusive pampering programme. 
But isn’t that selfish? Definitely not! Because every-

one who feels at ease in their own skin will positively influ-
ence the people around them. And because our guests have 
very different ideas when it comes to the perfect pampering 
moment, we offer you a wide range of choices to make your 
very own dream come true. Each of our cruise ships has its 
own on-board SPA-ROSA where our expert spa and beauty 
team is waiting to greet you: treat yourself to a massage, fa-
cial or manicure. A sauna with a panoramic view of the river 
and the landscapes will enable you to properly wind down 
and focus on yourself. If desired, you can complete your spa 
visit with a very special highlight: the exclusive private atmos-
phere of the Private SPA. But sometimes doing some exercise 
is the best way to find inner tranquillity. And this is why you’ll 
find a wide range of keep-fit facilities on board our ships. 
Starting with the deck, its pool or whirlpool, shovelboard and 
putting green. And in the on-board gym, you can work out 
on our modern cardio equipment. If desired, you can also 
work out with a personal trainer or get our qualified staff 
to put together your own individual training plan. On land, 
sports enthusiasts meet up for cycling tours.

TAKE TIME OUT
TO TREAT YOURSELF TO
SOMETHING SPECIAL. 
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A-ROSA SUN DECK

13

SUN DECK

T  ime on the sun deck is hard to measure. Sometimes, 
such as during sunset, time seems to stand still. How-
ever, during exciting shovelboard games, intense games

of chess and small golf tournaments, time seems to fly. But 
what really matters is that you take all the time in the world 
to do whatever you like. Chat with your neighbour during 
a poolside snack on your sunbed or search for a spot in the 
shade to spend some time alone. On our spacious ship, you 
will always find the perfect place to enjoy the picturesque 
landscapes in total solitude, watch the endless cinema of the 
clouds during a delicious cocktail or immerse yourself in a 
good book. The motto on the sun deck: anything is possible, 
but nothing is compulsory.

AN OASIS IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE RIVER –

THE SUN DECK.

SUN DECK
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LIFE ON BOARD

LIFE ON BOARDLIFE ON BOARD

W  hat goes better with a good glass of wine than 
music and the calming sound of the waves? 
Combine this with an interesting conversation,

maybe about the last excursion, maybe with people you’ve 
just met – and that makes for the perfect evening. We belie-
ve that the best entertainment doesn’t force itself into the 
foreground, but instead subtly emphasises the magic of the 
moment. That’s why we don’t hold loud daytime entertain-
ment programmes, but instead organise small, but unique 
programmes. And our stylish evening programme marks 
the end of the perfect day. Of course, you can also spend 
your free time in good company, playing board games and 
cards, or make yourself comfortable with a book from our 
on board library. It’s up to you!

IT’S GOOD TO HAVE 
THE CHOICE. 

TO ENTERTAIN YOURSELF 
OR LET YOURSELF 
BE ENTERTAINED.  
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COUNTRIES AND CULTURE

COUNTRIES AND CULTURECOUNTRIES AND CULTURE

C  ulture and civilisation have always developed around 
rivers. This is where the first settlements set up camp 
and where trade flourished. But this is also the cradle

of intellectual and religious life. On our shore excursions,  
you are given the opportunity to experience the highlights 
from 2,000 years of European cultural history. With expert 
guides or on your own initiative. Most of these excursions 
only last a few hours, but these are hours you will never for- 
get and which will give you many wonderful memories to 
take home with you. To feel at home on an A-ROSA cruise, 
you don’t have to speak any German. Our international ships 
also have English-speaking international hosts who will ensu-
re you  have no communication problems on board. Excursi-
ons are also offered in several languages.

THE JOURNEY CONTINUES. 
BUT YOU’LL NEVER 

FORGET THE WONDERFUL 
MEMORIES.
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LAND AND PEOPLE

LAND AND PEOPLELAND AND PEOPLE
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ENJOY A WONDERFUL 
TIME WITH A-ROSA IN 
THE HEART OF EUROPE. 
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DANUBE

DANUBE

DANUBE     DANUBE

Vienna‘s worth a visit just for its coffee houses. The Sachertorte 
(a rich chocolate cake) and Vienna‘s incomparable charm make 
for unforgettable days between the  Hofburg, the Naschmarkt 
and the Prater park.

Here you can experience European history up close. Whe-
ther the rule of the Ottoman Empire, the Habsburg era 
or Soviet Socialism – numerous cultures have made their 
mark here.

VIENNA

BUDAPEST

The settlement history of this area at the conflu-
ence of the Sava and Danube rivers goes back to 
the Stone Age. The capital of Serbia is one of the 
oldest cities in Europe.

BELGRADE

T  he Danube steadily flows towards the sun until ul-
timately ending in the Ukraine and the Black Sea. 
Everywhere it flows, it fills its environment with life,

which is not only reflected by the fascinating nature of the 
Danube Delta, but also by its pulsating cities. Vienna is filled 
with the sound of the waltz, because even today the city is 
permeated by the charm of the Imperial and Royal monarchy. 
During your tour of the city, you simply have to make a stop 
at one of Vienna’s famous coffee houses, because it is only 

A multitude of cultural highlights and breathtaking 
natural landscapes, complemented by the deep blue 
of the Danube. This river has a lot to offer, relaxing 
and captivating all in one.

there that you will get a true feeling for being Viennese. But 
Budapest has some cosy little places too, although it’s more 
renowned for its wild and romantic charm. The highlight of 
the metropolis rises up on the city centre’s Castle Hill: the 
marble Fisherman’s Bastion. This offers an outstanding view 
of the Danube. In the UNESCO World Heritage Site Wach-
au, you can inhale the spirit of centuries past as you wander 
through the corridors of the ancient Benedictine abbey Stift 
Melk. In spring, you can also admire the glorious splendour of 
the apricots blossoming with the little vineyards rising up in 
the distance. The dreamy town of Krems with its stone gate is 
also worth a visit. And when the river passes the Iron Gates at 
the Romanian-Serbian border, it takes you with it to a Europe 
with a history that is as spectacular as the rocky cliffs of this 
unique gorge valley. You will notice one thing for sure: the 
Danube is and remains Europe’s vital line of transportation.

DANUBE CLASSICS:

Engelhartszell, Vienna, Esztergom, Budapest, Bratislava, 

Wachau, Engelhartszell

Discover all the highlights of the Danube in just eight days! 

Follow in the footsteps of venerable emperors and kings and 

discover both historic and modern places. Or places that har-

moniously combine both – for a genuinely unique experience!
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RHINE/MAIN/MOSELLE    RHINE/MAIN/MOSELLE
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NORTHERN RHINE

Amsterdam is unusual in many ways. Thanks to its more than 
2,000 architectural monuments, world-class museums and 
historic canals, but above all due to its unique and liberal 
atmosphere.

Here you will not only experience the history of centuries 
past. The European Council and NATO are writing current 

history. The most important feature is of course the famous 
Manneken Pis or the “Pissing Boy“.

AMSTERDAM

BRUSSELS

In the Netherlands, the word “Meer” is roughly 
translated as inland sea. The IJsselmeer consists 
of a bay enclosed by dikes with a water depth 
of 2–4 metres. It’s the perfect training ground 
for all sailors.

IJSEELMEER

EXPERIENCE THE NORTHERN RHINE:

Cologne, Markermeer / IJsselmeer, Hoorn, Amsterdam, 

Rotterdam, Ghent, Antwerp, Nijmegen, Cologne 

For eight magical days, experience the diversity of the North, 

where spectacular nature alternates with the Rhine metrop- 

olises of the Netherlands and Belgium. Go on an excursion 

to the Kinderdijk windmill park or watch diamond traders at 

work. Or experience Amsterdam and its historic canals.

F  rom its source in the Mittelgebirge (a relatively low 
mountain range), Father Rhine shows his true size. The 
land becomes flatter, the flow becomes wider. The sky

becomes higher and the horizon becomes wider. This also af-
fects the way that people who live around the Rhine think. 
You start thinking more freely here and with less reservations. 

Cruise down the Rhine along the fascinating last 
stretch of this river. From Cologne through the 
Netherlands and up to the Rhine Delta on the 
coast of the North Sea. 550 kilometres of river.

In free-spirited Cologne, in multicultural Amsterdam or in in-
ternational Brussels, you can see for yourself. But don’t forget 
to see the historic sights. Cologne looks back on a 2,000-year 
history and the Netherlands was a trading and world power 
for many centuries, which can be seen in the splendour of 
its cities. In the last few kilometres, the land gradually re- 
cedes. The Rhine Delta is a world between the elements. At 
the mouth of the Rhine, you can enjoy a world-class natural 
phenomenon: the tidal shallows with their mudflats. This is 
where the Rhine ends its 1,230-kilometre-long journey. And 
if you look into the distance during low tide, you may find 
yourself experiencing an overwhelming sense of infinity.
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In Basel, you can look forward to much more 
than just sightseeing and shopping. You can 
taste exotic chocolate or go on exciting excur-
sions. For example, to the Rhine Falls near the 
town of Schaffhausen.

BASEL

Discover Strasbourg. From the Roman era up until the present day, the 
city has played a significant role and had an eventful history. The impressive 
buildings still bear testament to this today.

STRASBOURG

KOBLENZ
Koblenz is not just where history meets mod-
ernity, but also where the Rhine meets the 
Moselle: at the “Deutsches Eck” (“German 
Corner”) the two rivers join each other in front 
of the equestrian statue of Emperor William I.

EXPERIENCE THE SOUTHERN RHINE:

Cologne, Boppard, Loreley, Strasbourg, Basel, Breisach, Mainz, 

Loreley, Koblenz, Cologne

This eight-day itinerary will take you through Germany, France 

and Switzerland. Romantic riverbanks, historic castles and 

towns – experience the idyllic Black Forest. Maybe you’ll even 

get to try a piece of famous Black Forest gateau. The highlight 

of this trip is undoubtedly Basel – the city of culture with its 

enormous selection of museums.

SOUTHERN RHINE I  mpressive Roman towns and romantic villages with half-
timbered houses. Steep vineyards and solemn castles. 
What initially sounds like pure Rhine romanticism quickly

proves to be true on our itineraries: this really is the most 
beautiful part of Germany. Experience impressions that no 

The itineraries of the Southern Rhine: this is about 
so much more than the Middle Rhine Valley and the 
Upper Rhine. This is where the Rhine shows itself in 
its best light, whilst the delicious wines of ambitious 
young vintners tantalise your taste buds.

picture can do justice to. The soothing rocking as the ship 
passes the Loreley while you wonder whether there is a grain 
of truth in the old curse. The special feeling of touching a 
stone that was put into the wall 2,000 years ago. The fine rus-
hing of Europe’s biggest waterfall against your bare skin. Or 
enjoying a lovely glass of wine, surrounded by the vines from 
which the grapes came. There are some things you just have 
to experience for yourself. If you find your dream itinerary, 
you will soon be able to gather your own impressions of the 
most beautiful places along Germany’s most famous rivers.

RHINE/MAIN/MOSELLE    RHINE/MAIN/MOSELLE
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Port St. Louis
Marseille

Chalon-sur-Saône

Avignon

Lyon

Camargue

Provence

Arles

RHÔNE/SAÔNE

Record your memories on camera here – and spare a thought for Joseph Nicéphore 
Nièpce, who in 1826 took the first photo in the world with an eight-hour exposure 
time. Learn more at the Maison de la photographie.

CHALON-SUR-SAÔNE

The old town of Lyon’s port of departure and destination 
features Renaissance houses, making it worthy of being a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is for gourmets too: Lyon 

is dubbed “la ville de gueule” – the gourmet town.

LYON

“On the bridge of Avignon, we all dance there“ – the 
words of a folk song from the 15th century pay tribute to 
the unbridled joie de vivre at the foot of the Palace of the 
Popes. And this joie de vivre is still very much alive today.

AVIGNON

Even if you haven’t yet seen the ancient 
Roman town, you’re sure to recognise it from 

pictures. Vincent van Gogh painted Arles in 
187 of his works. A few of his motifs have 
today been restored to their original state.

ARLESRHÔNE ROUTE CLASSIQUE STELLA:

Lyon, Mâcon, Chalon-sur-Sâone, Lyon, Avignon, Arles, Lyon

Experience eight days of savoir-vivre in a region that boasts 

pure culture. Visit Lyon with its impressive, historic legacy. And 

one thing you definitely shouldn’t forget to do in the midst of 

all these impressive sights: taste a wine from Mâcon or Chalon-

sur-Saône. Or stroll through Avignon’s awe-inspiring Palace of 

the Popes.

RHÔNE & SAÔNE T  he South of France. This sounds like leisurely after-
noons in the shade of ancient ruins, colourful sum-
mer dresses and banquets under a starry sky. And one 

thing we notice: the lifestyle on board becomes more cheer-
ful and laidback from day to day. Is it perhaps attributable 
to the impressive constructions of these charming cities? As 
you walk through Avignon’s Palace of the Popes, you feel as 

Burgundy, Provence, Camargue, Chalon-sur-Saône, 
Aix-en-Provence, Arles – a cruise on the Rhône and 
Saône will take you through world-famous Roman 
towns and dreamy landscapes with evocative names. 

if you have travelled back in time to an era long past. And 
in Lyon, if you could, you’d love to switch places with the 
angel of the Basilica of Notre-Dame de Fourvière because it 
has the most beautiful view of the city. But perhaps the South 
of France’s special atmosphere is a result of its breathtaking 
nature. Romantic Carmague boasts one natural spectacle af-
ter the other: during your boat or bicycle tour, you will come 
across graceful white wild horses and might even catch sight 
of a shy flamingo. The wild waters of Ardèche carved out 
an equally beautiful landscape from the calcareous limestone 
over the course of millions of years. Gather as many memories 
as you can and enjoy the wonderful atmosphere of the South 
of France.

RHÔNE/SAÔNE
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PREMIUM

PREMIUMPREMIUM

THIS IS ONE THING THAT YOU REALLY 
CAN RAISE YOUR GLASS TO. 

• Soft drinks, as well as tea and coffee specialities
• Beer and sparkling white wine as well as open wines and  
 daily recommendations from the wine menu (in a glass) 
• Selected cocktails and long drinks 
• Selected spirits 

THE BEVERAGE PACKAGE

Y  ou shouldn’t have to worry about anything that could 
detract from your enjoyment – that’s the idea of  
A-ROSA Premium all inclusive. The special services,

benefits and discounts make your life on board not only more 
carefree, but also offer you that little extra luxury that makes 
a special trip even more special

• High-quality drinks included throughout the day 
• Free cabin water 
• Children (2–15 years) who are accompanied by a parent  
 travel free of charge in the same cabin
• 15 % discount on SPA treatments
• No or small fee for single cabin supplement
• A-ROSA FullBoardPlus
• Free choice of date, ships, itinerary, cabin category 
 and cabin number 
• Free onboard WiFi
• 10 % off on combined bookings
• Possible option booking 
• Low cancellation fee up to 30 days before the trip 

BOOK A-ROSA PREMIUM ALL INCLUSIVE AHEAD OF  
TIME AND SECURE YOUR ATTRACTIVE EARLY BOOKING 
DISCOUNT!

THE CRÈME DE LA CRÈME: 
A-ROSA PREMIUM ALL INCLUSIVE.

A-ROSA PREMIUM ALL INCLUSIVE

C  offee and tea  for breakfast, sparkling wine as an 
aperitif, the wine recommendation for dinner and a 
lovely nightcap for the perfect end to the perfect day:

You’ll be quite literally spoiled for choice. And you don’t need 
to worry about the costs either. Enjoy a laidback cruise with  
A-ROSA Premium all inclusive.

With A-ROSA Premium all inclusive and its many ad-
vantages and services, you can be sure you’ve made 
the right choice before you even sit down in your 
deckchair on the sun deck.

Our Premium all inclusive guests can make the most 
of their time on board and enjoy a selection of our 
extensive range of beverages. PREMIUM ALL INCLUSIVE
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A-ROSA DINING
• Served dinner on all cruises longer than 5 nights  

 for a surcharge

• Offered on several evenings during the cruise

• Menu and tables must be reserved by noon

• Table reservations, even for larger groups, are   

 possible

• Menu will vary locally, seasonally and depending  

 on the conditions on board and will be published  

 on the evening before 

AIR CONDITIONING
Just like the entire ship, your cabin also has air con-

ditioning. The cabin temperature can be individually 

adjusted. When you open the balcony door, the air 

circulation unit is automatically switched off. 

ANIMALS
It is forbidden to take animals on board the ships.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Loudspeaker announcements can be heard on deck 

and in the cabins (via on-board TV) and are mainly 

made prior to shore excursions and important events 

(for English announcements, see International host) 

and for special points of interest along the river.

BARS
On the A-ROSA ships A-ROSA AQUA, BRAVA and 

VIVA, there is an indoor and outdoor bar on deck 3, 

as well as a café and lounge bar. The A-ROSA ships 

A-ROSA BELLA, DONNA, MIA and RIVA have a café 

bar and a lounge bar on deck 3; the A-ROSA ships 

A-ROSA LUNA, STELLA, SILVA and FLORA have one 

on deck 2. The outdoor bar of the A-ROSA LUNA, 

STELLA, SILVA and FLORA is situated on the sun 

deck. The current opening hours can be found in the 

daily programme in your cabin.

BATHROBES
Bathrobes are available upon request from your 

cabin stewardess, if they are not placed in the cabin 

already. 

BICYCLES/BIKING
For individual bike hire or more information on the 

biking excursions, please contact our SPA depart-

ment or ask at the reception. They will also inform 

you of the bike hire fee. Unfortunately, it is not pos-

sible to take your own bikes on the cruise.

CLOTHING
On board and during the shore excursions, you can 

wear what you like. Dress code is comfortable and 

casual. Please remember to bring warmer clothes for 

the evenings out on deck. For the shore excursions, 

we recommend you bring sturdy shoes. For the res-

taurant we recommend smart casual dress. 

CONCIERGE SERVICE
Our reception team will be available to fulfil your in-

dividual requirements (e.g. reservation of tickets for 

cultural experiences or special excursions, organisa-

tion of transfers). On the A-ROSA FLORA and A-ROSA 

SILVA all suite guests may use our new butler service. 

We are available 24 hours for any request.

CONNECTING DOORS
On the Rhine (A-ROSA AQUA, VIVA and BRAVA, 

FLORA and SILVA), every deck has at least two cabins 

with connecting doors. These can also be used as 

family cabins. For the exact cabin numbers, please 

call the A-ROSA Service Center (+49 381 202 6001).

CUSTOMS TARIFF REGULATIONS
Please observe the valid customs tariff regulations 

when importing and exporting goods and foreign 

currencies.

DAILY PROGRAMME
For all important information and instructions, please 

see your A-ROSA Journal, which will be placed in your 

cabin the night before.

DECKCHAIRS
On the sun deck you will find deckchairs and a sun 

canopy. In the interest of all passengers, please don‘t 

reserve deckchairs. Woollen blankets for cooler wea-

ther on deck can be found in your cabin.

DISABLED GUESTS AND GUESTS IN NEED OF AS-
SISTANCE
All ships are only equipped with stairs. Please call the 

A-ROSA Service Center (+49 381 202 6001) for 

further information. 

DOCTOR
There will be an on-board doctor travelling on all  

itineraries to the Danube Delta. On all other itine-

raries, we can guarantee medical treatment thanks to 

the infrastructure of the travel region.

DRINKING WATER
The water on board is potable.

EXCURSIONS
Almost all ports of call are starting points for interest-

ing shore excursions in different languages. For more 

information, please see www.arosa-cruises.com or 

ask your travel agent. 

Please also make use of the on-board information 

event on the first evening (embarkation day): book-

ings can be made on board. A-ROSA is only acting as 

an agent for the excursions offered. The local  

agencies will act as tour operators to organise and 

accompany the excursions.

FULLBOARDPLUS
FullBoardPlus not only includes an embarkation 

snack, but also a delicious and well-balanced break-

fast buffet, an extensive lunch buffet, the tea and 

coffee hour and an excellent dinner buffet in the 

evening. Many cruises also include seasonal extras 

such as sandwiches or a midnight snack. The embark-

ation snack comes with tea, coffee and water; 

breakfast comes with tea, coffee, water and juices; 

lunch comes with water; cake comes with tea and 

coffee; and the evening meal comes with water.

GOING ON SHORE
In the EU, you can leave the ship as soon as we dock. 

In non-EU countries, you can only leave the ship after 

permission is granted by the local authorities. In your 

own interest, we request that you are back on board 

no later than 30 minutes before we cast off. The 

docking times may change at short notice. Please pay 

attention to announcements and information in the 

daily programme. Please make sure to pick up your 

shore pass from the front desk, before going on 

shore. After returning on board, please hand the pass 

back to the reception. The shore passes are used to 

check whether all guests are back on board.

HAIRDRYERS
A hairdryer can be found in your cabin (not the 

bathroom) in one of the drawers near the mirror or 

in the wardrobe.

INSECT SCREENS
For protection against insects, an insect screen in the 

form of a roller blind/sliding element is attached to 

the outside of the balcony door. When operating the 

roller blind, please ensure you exert equal force dis-

tribution in order to prevent it from getting stuck. It 

can be locked at the bottom.

INTERNATIONAL HOST
Our international ships are accompanied by an inter-

national host, who is the direct contact person for all 

international guests.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPS
Our international ships are:

2016: A-ROSA DONNA, FLORA, SILVA, STELLA and 

VIVA. 

2017: A-ROSA BRAVA, DONNA, FLORA,  SILVA 

(Danube only) and STELLA. 

INTERNET
On board the A-ROSA ships, you have the option to 

connect to the Internet using our Wi-Fi. Internet 

reception is limited and varies by location. 

For more information on availability, conditions for use 

and the incurred costs, please ask at the reception. 

Premium all inclusive guests may use the Internet  

connection free of charge in accordance with the  

conditions for use.

ITINERARY
You can find the planned itinerary in the catalogue. 

The information is subject to change. High and low 

water, maintenance work and waiting times at locks 

and bridges due to shipping traffic may result in 

short-notice changes to the itinerary. In rare cases of 

extremely high or low water or force majeure, parts 

of the itinerary may have to be completed by bus or 

train and in individual cases overnight stays in hotels 

may be necessary.

KEY CARD
This card is your A-ROSA key and credit card. Please 

always carry your key with you. In case of loss, please 

notify the reception immediately.

LAUNDRY
In your wardrobe, you will find laundry bags and 

order notes for our laundry service. This will be  

charged to your on-board account. Suite guests may 

enjoy the laundry service free of charge.

LIBRARY AND PARTY GAMES
You will find a small library near the reception. A 

selection of party games is held at the reception or 

in the day lounge.

MAIL
Postcards and letters can be handed in at the recep-

tion. The mail will be sent from the next port or at 

the end of the cruise.

METHODS OF PAYMENT
The on-board currency is euros. During the cruise, 

you can use your on-board credit card on the ship, 

and this also acts as your cabin’s key card. At the end 

of the cruise, you can pay your final bill either in 

cash, with traveller’s cheques (in euros), with Maes-

tro card or with the following credit cards: American 

Express, MasterCard or Visa. For technical reasons, it 

is unfortunately not possible for you to pay with V 

PAY cards, debit cards or Geldkarte.

MONEY CHANGING
Unfortunately, there are no on-board money  

changing facilities. However, bureaux de change can 

be found in the direct vicinity of our docking locations.

MOORING AREA
In some towns, it is usual for the port authorities to 

assign several ships the same mooring area due to 

the large volume of shipping traffic. In such cases, 

the ships are moored next to each other and you 

may not be able to see out of your cabin properly. 

Unfortunately, A-ROSA has no influence over this. 

ON-BOARD LANGUAGE
The on-board language is German. On board the 

international ships, the official languages are Ger-

man and English. English documents and internation-

al host are available.

POOL 
A heated pool can be found on the sun deck of the 

following ships: A-ROSA BELLA, DONNA, FLORA, 

LUNA, MIA, RIVA, SILVA and STELLA. A heated whirl-

pool can be found on the ships A-ROSA AQUA, BRA-

VA and VIVA in the SPA outdoor area on deck 3. You 

can find bath towels in your cabin.

RECEPTION
The reception is open round the clock. 

RESTAURANT
There are no fixed table or seating arrangements. 

Mealtimes can be found in the daily programme. 

SAFE
You will find a safe installed in your cabin’s wardrobe 

where you can store your personal valuables. 

SAFETY
Make sure you pay attention to the safety notices in 

the form of information signs and announcements 

or safety videos.

SHOP
Here you will find a selection from our exclusive 

A-ROSA collection: films, cosmetics, everyday com-

modities and souvenirs. The opening hours can be 

found in the daily programme.

SMOKING
Smoking is only permitted on the outdoor deck.  

Please do not throw any cigarette butts overboard, but 

instead dispose of them in the containers provided. 

Throughout the entire indoor area and in the cabins, 

smoking is strictly prohibited.

SOCKETS/POWER SUPPLY
The on-board voltage is 220 V/50 Hz. A dual voltage 

220/110 V socket for electrically operated razors and 

toothbrushes can be found in the bathroom. It is not 

suitable for other electrical appliances. In the cabin, 

there are also several other sockets (220 V) that 

can be used.

SPA-ROSA
Here you will find exercise machines, massage rooms 

and a relaxation area, as well as the following saunas: 

A-ROSA BELLA/DONNA/MIA/RIVA: 

Organic and Finnish sauna

A-ROSA LUNA/STELLA: 

Steam/Organic and Finnish sauna

A-ROSA AQUA/BRAVA/FLORA/SILVA/VIVA: 

An adjustable sanarium combined with a Finnish sauna

SPECIAL DIETS
If you are following a special diet, please contact 

your restaurant chef at the start of your trip. Please 

notify us of any food allergies/intolerances prior to 

the start of your trip.

SUN DECK
When passing under low bridges, depending on the 

water level, you may sometimes be required to leave 

the sun deck for safety reasons. Please pay attention to 

the crew announcements and the information signs.

TELEPHONE
The ships of the A-ROSA fleet are equipped with a 

modern GSM telephone system, which enables you 

to make phone calls worldwide via direct dialling. You 

can find information on the valid fees at the reception 

or in the on-board ABC in your cabin.

TIPPING
Of course, it is entirely at your discretion whether you 

wish to give tips and how much you wish to give. 

These should show your acknowledgement of good 

service. At the end of the cruise, you will find a tip box 

for the entire crew at the reception. Of course, at any 

time you may give the employees individual tips or 

pay them through your on-board account.

TRANSFER 
A transfer from the airport or station to the ship and 

back can be booked subject to availability.

TV PROGRAMMES
The TV reception is via satellite. While passing 

through locks and on certain parts of the journey, 

you may experience interferences with the recep-

tion. There are some international channels available.

WAKE-UP CALLS
Of course, you can program wake-up calls into your 

cabin telephone. You will find a description on the 

back of the on-board ABC. As well, the reception 

will also be happy to give you a wake-up call.

You can find the complete on-board ABC in your 

cabin or at www.a-rosa.de/onboard

A-ROSA ON-BOARD INFORMATION

ON-BOARD INFORMATIONON-BOARD INFORMATION
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Cabins

RHINE/DANUBE

A-ROSA Premium all inclusive guests who have booked a junior or balcony suite receive many extra services 
free of charge. Please visit www.arosa-cruises.com/suites for further details.

SHIPYARD: Neptun Werft GmbH, Warnemünde

PASSENGERS: max. 186 guests

CABINS: 83 outside cabins per ship, 

4 junior suites, 2 balcony suites

LENGTH: 135 m

WIDTH: 11.4 m

SPEED: max. 22 km/h

POWER: 4 x 331 kW/a total of 1,800 hp

YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 2012 A-ROSA SILVA; 

2013 A-ROSA FLORA

FLAG: Germany

The windows can only be opened in the cabin cat-

egories of 2-bed outside cabin C and D with Juliette 

balcony, as well as junior and balcony suite E and F.

On Deck 1, category A of the A-ROSA SILVA/FLORA, there are cabins with separate beds (cabins 103 –106). Every deck (cabin categories A, C, D) has at least two cabins 

with connecting doors. These can also be used as family cabins. For the exact cabin numbers, please call the A-ROSA Service Center (+49 381 202 6001).

Decks

A-ROSA AQUA A-ROSA VIVA A-ROSA BRAVA

DECK AND CABIN PLANS RHINE

RHINE/DANUBERHINE/DANUBE

01 Wheelhouse
02 Recliners and awnings
03 Light dome
04 Stairs
05 Giant chess board
06 Shower
07 Putting green
08 Shovelboard
09 Mobile bar and grill station
10 Outdoor restaurant
11 SPA outdoor area
12 Whirlpool
13 Gym
14 SPA relaxation area
15 Massage/Beauty
16 Sanarium
17 SPA reception
18 Lobby
19 Excursion counter
20 Lounge
21 Bar
22 Café/Restaurant
23 Buffets and live cooking
24 Market restaurant
25 Bar (indoor/outdoor)
26 Restaurant outdoor area
27 Wine bar
28 Reception
29 On-board shop
30 Toilets

Every deck (cabin categories A, C, D) 

has at least two cabins with connect-

ing doors. These can also be used as 

family cabins. For the exact cabin num-

bers, please call the A-ROSA Service 

Center (+49 381 202 6001).

SHIPYARD: Neptun Werft GmbH, Warne-

münde

PASSENGERS: max. 202 guests

CABINS: 99 outside cabins per ship

LENGTH: 135 m

WIDTH: 11.4 m

SPEED: max. 22 km/h

POWER: 4 x 331 kW/a total of 1,800 hp

YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 

2009 A-ROSA AQUA; 

2010 A-ROSA VIVA; 

2011 A-ROSA BRAVA

FLAG: Germany

The windows can only be opened in the 

cabin categories of 2-bed outside cabin C 

and D with Juliette balcony.

01 Wheelhouse
02 Light dome
03 Grill buffet/Drinks and beverages buffet
04 Stairs
05 Restaurant outdoor area
06 Pool
07 Shower
08 Recliners and awnings
09 Giant chess board
10 Putting green
11 Shovelboard
12 Lounge
13 Bar
14 Wine bar/Day lounge
15 Buffets and live cooking
16 Market restaurant
17 On-board shop
18 Reception
19 Lobby
20 Toilets
21 Organic sauna
22 SPA relaxation area
23 Massage/Beauty
24 Gym

C    2-bed outside cabin,  
Juliette balcony, 
14.5 m²

Deck 2

F     2-bed balcony suite, 
balcony and Juliette 
balcony,
29 m²

 Deck 3 

Decks

DECK AND CABIN PLANS RHINE, DANUBE

A-ROSA FLORA  A-ROSA SILVA

A   2-bed outside cabin, 
14.5 m²

Deck 1

S   2-bed outside cabin,  
with extra bed, 
14.5 m²

Deck 1

C    2-bed outside cabin,  
Juliette balcony, 
14.5 m²

Deck 2

D     2-bed outside cabin,  
Juliette balcony, 
14.5 m²

Deck 3

S   2-bed outside cabin,  
with extra bed, 
14.5 m²

Deck 1

A   2-bed outside cabin,  
14.5 m²

Deck 1

D     2-bed outside cabin,  
Juliette balcony, 
14.5 m²

Deck 3

E     2-bed junior suite,  
Juliette balcony, 
21 m²

 Deck 3

G  Family cabin:
  2-bed outside cabin with  

  2 extra beds, 18.5 m²

 Deck 1
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Decks Decks

DECK AND CABIN PLANS DANUBE DECK AND CABIN PLANS RHÔNE/SAÔNE 

 A-ROSA BELLA  A-ROSA DONNA  A-ROSA MIA  A-ROSA RIVA A-ROSA STELLAA-ROSA LUNA

01 Wheelhouse
02 Stairs
03 Swimming pool
04 Awnings
05 Light dome
06 Gangway
07 Giant chess board
08 Shovelboard
09 Putting green
 10 Grill station
11  Restaurant outdoor area
 12  Day lounge/Market restaurant
 13 Café-bar
 14 Lobby
 15 Reception
 16 Massage/Beauty
 17 Finnish sauna
 18 Organic sauna
 19 Changing rooms
 20 Massage showers
 21 Relaxation area
 22 Gym
 23 Bar
 24 Lounge
 25 Stage/Dance floor
 26 Entrance
 27 Toilets
 28 Shop
 29  Market restaurant/Buffet area

01 Wheelhouse
02 Light dome
03 Awnings
04 Stairs
05 Swimming pool
06 Giant chess board
07 Putting green
08 Shovelboard
09 Games area
10 Drinks and beverages buffet
11 Grill buffet
12 Lounge
13 Day lounge/Wine bar
14 Buffet
15 Market restaurant
16 Reception
17 Lobby
18 Dance floor/Stage
19 Bar
20 Massage/Beauty
21 Gym
22 Steam sauna/Organic sauna
23 Finnish sauna
24 Relaxation room

DANUBE, RHÔNE/SAÔNEDANUBE, RHÔNE/SAÔNE

Cabins

A   2-bed outside cabin,  
with extra bed, 
15.5 m²

Deck 1

S   2-bed outside cabin,  
14.5 m²

Deck 1

B    2-bed outside cabin,  
with panorama win-
dow, 
16.5 m²

Deck 3

C     2-bed outside cabin,  
Juliette balcony, 
16 m²

Deck 2

SHIPYARD: Neptun Stahlbau GmbH, 
Warnemünde
PASSENGERS: max. 242 guests
CABINS: 100 outside cabins per ship
LENGTH: 124.5 m
WIDTH: 14.4 m
SPEED: max. 24 km/h
POWER: 2 x 800 kW/
a total of 2,174 hp
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 
2002 A-ROSA BELLA; 
2002 A-ROSA DONNA; 2003 A-ROSA 
MIA; 2004 A-ROSA RIVA
FLAG: Germany

The windows can only be opened in 
the cabin category of 2-bed outside 
cabin C with Juliette balcony.

A   2-bed outside cabin,  
14.5 m²

Deck 1

S   2-bed outside cabin,  
with extra bed,
14.5 m²

Deck 1

C    2-bed outside cabin, 
Juliette balcony, 
14.5 m²

Deck 2

D     2-bed outside cabin,  
Juliette balcony, 
14.5 m²

Deck 3

SHIPYARD: Neptun Werft GmbH, 
Warnemünde
PASSENGERS: max. 174 guests
CABINS: 86 outside cabins per ship
LENGTH: 125.8 m
WIDTH: 11.4 m
SPEED: max. 24 km/h
POWER: 2 x 800 kW/a total of 2,174 
hp
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 
2005 A-ROSA LUNA; 
A-ROSA STELLA
FLAG: Germany

The windows can only be opened in 
the cabin category of 2-bed outside 
cabin C and D with Juliette balcony.

Cabins
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For enquiries and bookings, please contact your travel  
agency or the A-ROSA Service Center on + 49 381 202 6001 

www.arosa-cruises.com 


